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A prole of

Daria

W

hen Daria Blackwell and her husband lost the steering on their 57-foot sailboat in the middle of
the Atlantic Ocean, they knew the situation was grave. “Talk about enormous pressure,” recalls
Daria. “We had to x it immediately, and we had to be right.” But the licensed captains, alone on
a transatlantic trip, didn’t panic. Instead, they drew on their years of sailing experience and set to work.

Talking to Daria, you realize that if you were
ever in a situation like this one, she’s just
who you’d want with you. Her confidence
under pressure and ability to adapt her
wealth of knowledge to any situation is
incredible—whether in sailing or in business. Consider her remarkable—and near
instantaneous—transition from ad agency
medical writer to account supervisor. When
an agency client recognized her broader
strategic abilities and approached Daria
about shifting from the position of the brand
team’s writer to managing the entire account,
she wasn’t entirely sure she had what it took,
but seized the opportunity nonetheless.
“I had to develop a marketing plan in a
week, and I’d never written one before,” she
recalls, the hint of a smile in her voice. It
worked. In two years, she grew the account’s
business from $150,000 to $1.5 million. A few
years later, she was president of the agency.

An experienced leader helps
the HBA chart a new course
These same qualities were what made
Daria the perfect fit to lead the HBA in
2004, when the organization found itself
at a critical crossroads.
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At that time, the HBA was structured
as four separately incorporated chapters,
leading to an enormous amount of work
for chapter leaders and a potential lack of
continuity in the organization’s culture and
brand. When one chapter’s board decided
to leave to form a separate organization
just weeks into her term as president, Daria
knew there was no time to waste.
True to form, she didn’t flinch. Relying on
her business acumen and industry connections,
Daria worked with her fellow leaders to
restructure the HBA into an umbrella nonprofit corporation with seven chapters and
affiliates—at lightning speed. “Within weeks,
we had a new board in place for the chapter
that was in jeopardy, had folded HBA Metro
into the new structure, and were ready to
admit three new affiliates,” Daria explains. “We
also hired our first employee, CEO Laurie
Cooke.” The HBA’s growth to 15 chapters
and affiliates in the seven years since is proof
of the new structure’s enormous success.

A passion for helping others
inspires a lifetime of volunteering
Another thing that quickly becomes apparent
when talking to Daria is that her passion for

helping others drives everything she does.
It’s what has driven her and her husband to
start Sail4Kids, a charity that takes seriously
ill children sailing to help give them a muchneeded diversion from their illness. And
it’s what’s driven her to dedicate so much to
the HBA.
“I started my career in the 1970s, a time
when women were making the transition
into the workplace,” says Daria. “Every one
of us was doing it on our own; we had to
band together to speed things up.”
For Daria, her work to ensure the HBA’s
impact in the US was not enough. In 2006,
she became the driving force behind the
formation of the HBA’s Europe chapter.
“Women in Europe face unique challenges,
such as the lack of available childcare in
countries like Germany,” she says. “And yet
so many women are breaking barriers there.
I’ve always envisioned starting a chapter to
help support them.”
Serving first as chapter mentor and then
past-president, Daria worked with individuals
and companies in the EU to champion the
cause and help grow the chapter into what
it is today—a thriving group with meetings
across Western Europe and plans to

Blackwell: the 2011
HBA Star volunteer

“

The HBA has been a part of my life for so long and has done so many remarkable

things for me.To be singled out among such extraordinary women and to know that
everything I gave was being recognized is incredibly rewarding—and it’s even more so

”

knowing that the recognition comes from my peers

by Danielle Thierry, president and content director, Thierry Writing Inc.

continue expanding. “The HBA is becoming
a global force that is bridging continents
and bringing people together to move closer
to an ideal and help women achieve their
very best,” she says. “We truly have the power
and ability to transform the landscape completely.” And as the EU considers legislation
to ensure gender equality in the workplace,
members of HBA Europe are uniquely poised
to step into boardrooms across the continent.

Lessons learned lead to
greater fulfillment
Perhaps what’s most impressive about Daria is
her ability to draw from every experience and
apply those lessons to her career, and her life.
“I learned more about leadership in one
year as HBA president than in my entire
other career,” she says. “When you lead an
organization of volunteers, nobody has to
be there. To be an effective leader, you must
find out people’s motivations and help them
get to where they need and want to go.”
Daria quickly recognized that this lesson
also applied to her work in marketing.
“Communicating with a target audience
follows the same basic principle,” she says.
“You need to understand where your audience needs and wants to go. If you speak to
that correctly, they will go along with you
willingly.” It was this insight that, in part,
led her to leave her position as president of
Bozell Global Healthcare and form her own
healthcare marketing consulting firm that
promoted cultural competency. Daria was

later tapped to develop cultural competence
at Sudler & Hennessey, where she was
appointed managing partner.
As the child of Ukrainian immigrants
who only learned English when she began
school, Daria understands the challenges of
being a non-native speaker. She also recognizes
that genetics and culture affect everything
about pharmaceuticals—from disease
presentation and treatment effectiveness
to how people view medicine and its role
in their health. By helping her clients apply
these learnings to their R&D and marketing
plans, she knows she can, in turn, help to
empower people of varied backgrounds.

Personal loss inspires
a new direction
Daria’s answer when asked what spurred her
and her husband to take on a challenge like
crossing the Atlantic Ocean with just their
cat for company, offers a glimpse of what
makes her such an inspiration.
“There was a year when I lost both my
mother and sister within six months,” Daria
recalls. “My sister, who was only 56 when she
died, sat me down and told me, ‘You don’t
want to have on your epitaph, I wish I would
have worked harder. Do the things you really
want to do before you run out of time like
I have.’” For Daria, this was profound; and
true to her spirit, she didn’t file the advice
away as a nice thought and dive back into
work as many of us would do. She stopped
and took stock of her life.

“Even before the movie ‘Bucket List,’
I had a list of really important things I
wanted to do,” she says. “I’ve chosen to
now live so that work becomes a way to
experience life and a mechanism to
support the things I love.”
And thus, the transatlantic trip was
born—with two more trips like it to follow
over the course of a year. “Crossing oceans
is a life-altering experience,” she says. “You
become extraordinarily and acutely aware of
everything, you learn how to do so much for
yourself, and you’re just so liberated with the
wonder of being out in nature and harnessing
the power of the wind—it goes right to the
soul.” Daria has since continued to embrace
new challenges such as mentoring entrepreneurs in her new home in Ireland and
partnering with her husband on an exciting
new business venture.
She encourages others to do the same,
and to recognize that once you’ve prepared,
there comes a time for boldness. “Whether
it’s sailing or any new challenge, there’s a lot
of preparation,” she says. “Then you get to
the point where you have to make that leap
and cut those lines. You’re never fully ready.
But when you hear that there are five days of
good weather, you’ve got to go—even if you
just make it to the next port.”

To learn more about Daria’s
exciting new business venture
and the HBA’s role in its success,
visit www.hbanet.org.
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The state of women on corporate boards

A global perspective
on closing the disparity gap
by Dana AH Keane, CCRA, CCRP

Giving women greater inuence in corporate decision
making has proven to be good for business. A 2007
McKinsey study showed that companies with more
women in top management roles did better in operating
results, share price and return on equity than those with
fewer or no female leaders.1
Additional research found that companies with the most
female leaders, on average, generate a 35% higher return
on equity and 34% higher return for shareholders than
those with the fewest.2
Leading companies acknowledge this phenomenon,
known as the “Gender Dividend”: 72% of respondents to
McKinsey’s 2010 ‘Women Matter’ survey believe there is a
direct connection between gender diversity and financial
success.3 Why then, do recent reports show that, while women
are in a better position than even 10 years ago, progress
has slowed in recent years? In the same McKinsey survey,
respondents note that since the economic downturn, there
has been no discernible change in the priority of diversity
within their companies.3 The Corporate Library reported
that, while almost 90% of S&P 500 companies have at least
one woman on their board, they rarely have more than two.4

Getting to the root
cause of the disparity
Many factors contribute to women’s lack of representation
on corporate boards, and there’s much debate about which
has had the greatest impact:
• Stereotypes:
Professional style remains a subconscious, yet real,
division. Psychologically, people prefer to surround
themselves with others who have similar perspectives
because their behavior is easily predicted. Senior executives
are no exception. This subtle preference, combined with
a penchant for viewing women as subordinates, puts women
at a disadvantage in capturing senior executive roles.
• A lack of women in executive-level networks:
Men on corporate boards increasingly acknowledge the
need to recruit women—and no longer just so their boards
look equal, but because they value women’s knowledge
and perspective. However, they often have difficulty finding
women to fill these positions. There simply aren’t yet
large pools of executive women in the networks in which
they travel.
4

• A lack of flexibilit
exibility in the corporate world:
Today, nearly
nea 40% of women report being their
household’s primary source of income.5 The number
one policy cited as key to attracting and retaining
more qualified female candidates remains conditions
that support a work-life balance. Theories abound about
how much women’s nonlinear career paths influence
their advancement, with no firm consensus.
• Women’s own hesitancy to push for promotions:
“Women are often only comfortable moving up when
they feel they are ready and will serve in multiple roles
in order to gain the right experience,” notes Jolanda
Groenhuijzen, managing director of MyLanda GmbH and
current president of the HBA’s Europe chapter. “On the
other hand, men will take a position they may not have all
the skills for and are often taught on the job.”
Given this multitude of factors,
what can be done to improve
progress and bring more women
into the boardroom? A global
look at the issue shows a range of
approaches that force companies
to look at their policies and act
on gender disparities.

Quotas: A push for change
in Europe accelerates diversity,
but encounters criticism
According to the European Professional Women’s Network,
only 12% of positions on European boards are occupied by
women.6 To address this disparity, the EU Commission is
considering gender quotas as part of efforts to improve the
competitiveness of EU firms. In fact, they’ve already warned
CEOs of the largest corporations that they will impose
quotas if the number of women on boards does not increase.
In 2002, Norway passed a measure requiring that men
occupy no more than 60% of corporate board seats. Initially,
this ruling was thought of as a purely political exploit and
many predicted that there couldn’t possibly be enough
qualified women to fill these positions. The reality turned
out to be much different.
“When some male CEOs spoke on television saying
companies would go bankrupt following these laws and
that their wives were better in supportive roles at home, this
angered businesswomen and they rose to the occasion,”
recalls Groenhuijzen. “Within five years, 40% was reached
and women were no longer asked their opinions as women,
but as knowledgeable people.”

The rest of Europe is beginning to follow suit: Spain,
Iceland and Finland now require that 40% of directors be
women, while the Netherlands requires 30%, Sweden 25%
and France 20%. Belgium, the United Kingdom, Italy and
Germany are considering similar bills.
So far, quotas have drastically shifted the characteristics
of the typical boardroom—including an exponential rise
in the education level of board members. Many of these
female MBAs rose from middle management ranks rather
than the executive suite—making them on average nearly
seven years younger than their male counterparts. Critics
claim this has often led to allowing unqualified women within
the ranks simply to fill the quota. Whether this criticism
is justified is debatable, but it does point to a challenge
inherent in any quota system—the need for balance when
breaking down barriers, to avoid sacrificing quality.

Soft tactics: Allowing US companies
to change from within comes with
its own challenges and criticisms
Board diversity in the US has remained relatively
unchanged in recent decades. But the quotas that have
contributed to the EU’s success are unlikely to find much
backing in the US. A recent study by Women Corporate
Directors (WCD) found that 59% percent of US female
directors and 93% of male directors either disagreed or
strongly disagreed with the use of quotas.7
However, some companies have enacted their own
gender equality requirements, including gender quotas
for mid-high level management and regulations to help
ensure fair performance evaluations.
Board diversity is also one focus of a Securities
and Exchange Commission’s “Governance Disclosure Rule,”
which requires that all SEC companies divulge how their
board nominating committees consider diversity in assessing nominees. This action has been both lauded and
criticized.
The ruling may encourage transparency and help
illuminate disparities. However, critics assert that
allowing companies to develop their own diversity
policies can lead to skewed data and little progress.
In fact, some companies have tried to hide their
lack of diversity by removing pictures from websites
and annual reports and reducing first names to
initials. These practices obstruct the ability of
external parties to hold them accountable,
although non-profit organizations like 2020 Women
on Boards, whose goal is an 80/20 split between men
and women on corporate boards by the year 2020, continue to push for greater transparency and accountability.

What individuals can do
Clearly, there is no simple answer to this issue. But beyond
quotas and regulations, much of the disparity comes back
to the lack of large networks of qualified women available
to fill board positions—and the fact that you’ve got to be
noticed to be considered.
“Hard work is critical, but it’s not enough,” notes
Charlotte E. Sibley, director of strategic research and
insights for the HBA and president of Charlotte E. Sibley
Associates, LLC. “We all grow up thinking if we do the best
work, we’ll get the best grade. But it is just as important
that people know what you do.” Sibley suggests setting up
lunch meetings and developing a rapport with colleagues
via regular contact: “Getting to know and understand other

functions and fostering relationships can help women
build confidence and gain advocates.” This further
emphasizes the need for mentoring and development
programs that help women gain the experience,
connections and support they need to rise to the top—
and give them a forum through which to share their
insights with other women along the way.
In addition, women can take advantage of innovative
companies who are looking to build more diverse
executive teams. “Women need to be more forceful,
build their network, volunteer for projects outside of their
comfort zone, and make sure they are seen and heard,”
Groenhuijzen concludes. “Women need to take a ‘why not
me’ approach, and they need to push—it won’t happen
automatically. Be bold, be open, be outgoing.”

Board
representation:
By the numbers
•
Only 17% of senior management in life
science companies is made up of women.8
•
Almost 90% of S&P 500 companies have at least one woman
on their boards—rarely do they have more than two.4
•
Women now constitute nearly 50% of the workforce—but only
about 11% of Fortune 1000 company board seats.9
•
25% of Fortune 1000 companies have no women on their boards.9
•
Only 12% of positions on European boards are occupied
by women.6
•
The Asia-Pacific region is most likely to have gender
diversity as a business priority with North America,
Europe, and Latin America lagging behind.3

REFERENCES :
1.Desvaux, Devillard-Hoelinger, Baumgarten. (2007). Women Matter: Gender diversity, a corporate
performance driver, McKinsey & Company Inc.
2. Catalyst, “The Bottom Line: Connecting Corporate Performance and Gender Diversity,” 2004, as
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Biotechnology: A Leadership Benchmarking Study. HBA EDGE in Leadership Study White Paper. Booz,
Allen, Hamilton.
3. McKinsey & Company. (2010). McKinsey Global Survey Results: Moving women to the top.
4. Barrett. (2010). Uneven Progress: Female Directors in the Russell 3000. The Corporate Library.
5. Boushey, O’Leary. (2010) Our Working Nation: How Working Women Are Reshaping America’s
Families and Economy and What It Means for Policymakers. Center for American Progress White Paper.
6. European Professional Women’s Network Board Women Monitor 4th Edition, (2010),
Russell Reynolds Associates.
7. Groylsberg, Bell. (2010). 2010 Board of Directors Survey. Women Corporate Directors and Heidrick
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Join us for the Healthcare Businesswomen’s
Association premier leadership development
event, a two-day forum designed to advance
the leadership skills of attendees and
enhance the capabilities needed to navigate
today’s business environment.
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THE ROI OF VOLUNTEERING: a 3600 view

In these tough times of juggling multiple priorities and doing more with less, it’s
easy to wonder if volunteering offers an ROI that warrants the sacrice of time.
According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, nearly 30%1 of women volunteered
in 2010 and more than 39%2 of those volunteered more than 100 hours. So
what’s driving all these women to make time for volunteering? I recently spoke
with three successful women, each at various points in their careers, to find out.
by Elizabeth A. Ciccio, MSMA, director, pharmaceutical accounts, Adheris, Inc.

Karen Thomas
BSBA, CCMEP, associate director, compliance, social media strategist, Institute for
Continuing Healthcare Education, a Vox Medica, Inc. company, and 2010 HBA Rising Star
Karen Thomas’s approach to volunteering is driven by this powerful
advice: “Don’t volunteer to do what you already know how to
do; volunteer to learn what you don’t already know how to do.”
Thomas regularly assesses her skills and looks for volunteer
opportunities that add to her professional value.

Volunteering has also helped Thomas connect with
mentors beyond those in her current organization. One
HBA member even follows up with her each time their
paths cross, setting a new goal for Thomas to pursue prior
to the next time they meet.

Ciaran Bellwoar
New business development director, Siren Interactive, chair of the HBA Council of Chapter Presidents,
and immediate past president of the HBA’s Greater Philadelphia Chapter
For Ciaran Bellwoar, volunteering with the HBA began as a
way to gain industry knowledge while transitioning into healthcare. Now a six–year industry veteran, Bellwoar has found that
volunteering has provided her the opportunity to “lead teams
and people and personalities I wouldn’t get to lead elsewhere.”
One particularly enlightening experience resulted in keen
insights for the organization and a critical leadership take

away for her: always ask your team for feedback, keeping
them engaged and empowering them to make decisions.
Bellwoar’s experience reflects the results of a recent
Marketects, Inc. survey, in which 83% of the women
surveyed reported acquiring or improving leadership skills
through volunteering.2

Cathy Kerzner
Chief executive ofcer, M2Gen, and 2007 HBA president

Cathy Kerzner views volunteering as an important part of every
professional’s career plan and advocates applying a strategic planning process to help identify the right opportunities. For her, this
has included several positions within the HBA, including a role as
2007 president, during which her ambitious goals resulted in huge
growth for the organization and gained her CEO-level experience.

Her own experiences have led Kerzner to encourage
and support her employees’ efforts to get involved as a key
part of their career growth. As a CEO, she’s found that
volunteer opportunities offer another way to support her
employees’ professional development.

It all comes down to relationships
For all three women, the most significant gains from volunteering are the incredible support network and relationships that
one builds along the way. So perhaps that’s just it—in a world where we’re all struggling to find the time to juggle our many
responsibilities—the time we put into volunteering isn’t a sacrifice at all, but rather the glue that helps us hold it all together.
Kerzner concludes: “There are no requirements or guidelines for how long to volunteer. So try it. At the very least, you will
expand your professional network and meet some interesting people. If you don’t like it, you’ve lost nothing. If you do, you’ve
gained a new dimension for your career development.”
1
2
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Read more from these interviewees at wwwhbanet.org.
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SOCIAL MEDIA:
what pharmaceutical marketers can do in the absence of FDA guidance
by Eileen O’Brien, director of search and innovation, Siren Interactive

For the past few months, one of
the most popular questions among
pharmaceutical marketers has been:
Will the FDA release guidelines on
social media or not? Well, the current
answer is no—for now.

A little history:
After holding public hearings in 2009,
the FDA’s Division of Drug Marketing, Advertising and Communications
(DDMAC) announced that it hoped to
present guidance on social media and
the Internet by the end of 2010. As the
year closed, the target date became
the first quarter of 2011. This date has
passed without any FDA guidance or
further news.
This lack of formal guidance, however, hasn’t stopped biopharmaceutical
companies from moving into the world
of social media. There are more than
60 Facebook pages and 40 YouTube
channels for brands, unbranded disease
awareness and pharma companies.

It’s the message,
not the medium
The majority of FDA letters regarding
social media sites such as YouTube or
Facebook focus on issues with the
message, not the medium. A July 2010
letter to Novartis regarding a Facebook
widget notes: “The shared content is
misleading because it makes
representations about the efficacy of
Tasigna® but fails to communicate any
risk information associated with the use
of this drug. In addition, the shared
content inadequately communicates
Tasigna’s FDA-approved indication and
implies superiority over other products.”
It should be noted that the FDA had no
issue with Facebook; rather, it focused
on the content, which did not follow
existing regulations.

So what can pharma do?
My first advice to clients who ask about
social media is to ensure a solid online
marketing foundation. For most brands,

that means a mobile-friendly website
with strong, regularly updated content
optimized for organic search, a paid
search campaign and targeted email
communications.
I also remind them that social media
is not a strategy, per se, but a group of
tactics that can be integrated into an
overall marketing strategy.
Here are some low-risk social media tactics
that every company should consider:

Listen and learn:
Patients, caregivers and even physicians
are online talking about health and
medicines. Listen up! Monitor the social
media space to see what people are
saying about your company, brand and
competitors.
This can identify unmet needs and
provide ideas for adding value. It can
give key insights such as the language
the audience is using, how pharma can
offer support, and how well current tools
and materials are performing. Whether
you do this in-house or via an interactive
agency, any potential adverse events can
be reported through the usual channels.

Educate:
Educate brand teams as well as the
medical, legal and regulatory teams. Take
advantage of agency partners who can
share knowledge and work with you to
develop internal social media champions.

Develop internal guidelines:
For example, Roche publicly released
their social media guidelines on their
website and Pfizer Canada shared guidelines as to when and how to respond to
comments on social media networks.

Start with unbranded:
Unbranded communications offer a
much safer, and easier, entry into
social media. Partnering with an online
“trust agent” can be a great way to start.

Social sharing tools:
Used on websites, these buttons and
widgets make it easy for visitors to share
material. Be sure the content follows
fair balance and that it’s share worthy
(i.e. that it adds value).

Be careful what you wish for
Working without guidelines is a
challenge. But, there’s a strong
possibility that once the FDA weighs
in, the guidance could be restrictive.
To learn more about this and other
pharma market topics, check out the
weekly #SocPharm chat on Twitter
every Wednesday from 8 to 9 PM EST

An easily accessible resource: A two-hour online
training and certification program developed by
former FDA officials that offers knowledge of
the regulatory environment for Internet
promotion and social media.
HBA members are eligible for a 15% discount.
Learn more at www.communicationcompliance.com
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This year, the HBA honored 104 Rising Stars. Nominated by the HBA’s
corporate partners, these extraordinary professionals have demonstrated achievements across a
range of career stages, disciplines and industry sectors. Congratulations to the Rising Stars.
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A follow-up interview with our 2011 HBA STAR, Daria Blackwell
“Sometimes, the stars really do align. I feel that’s what
happened this year. My husband, Alex, and I returned
home after thousands of miles at sea on a small
boat knowing that we needed to do more than sail
from place to place exploring. Yet, we had stepped off
the treadmill to the remote West of Ireland, where
opportunity exists mainly in the mind of the entrepreneur.
-R E WLSVX WM\ QSRXLW [I QIX WSQI ZIV] MR¾YIRXMEP
people, exposed an idea that met with intense interest,
KSX ½RERGMEP FEGOMRK JSV XLI WXEVXYT GVIEXIH E GSV
poration, wrote a business plan, and I was named the
HBA STAR.”

;IFIPMIZIMXGERQEOIEVIEPHMJJIVIRGIMRXLIHIPMZIV]
SJLIEPXLGEVIERH[IMRXIRHXSTVSZIMX

How will you prove it?
;IEVIKIEVMRKYTXSGSRHYGXETMPSXTVSKVEQMR
L]TIVXIRWMSRERHLIEVXHMWIEWIMR-VIPERH-VIPERHMWMHIEP
JSVETMPSX-X´WEWQEPPGSRXEMRIHTSTYPEXMSRSJVIPEXMZIP]
[IPPIHYGEXIHTISTPI[MXLEX]TMGEPLMWXSV]SJLIEVX
HMWIEWITVIWIRXEXMSRERHQEREKIQIRX-X´WRSXELYKI
GSYRXV]PMOI%QIVMGE[LIVIIWXEFPMWLMRKETSMRXSJ
VIJIVIRGIMWGLEPPIRKMRK;ILEZIEWEZZ]EGEHIQMG
YRMZIVWMX]IRZMVSRQIRXSYVQIHMGEPW]WXIQMWRSXYRPMOI
XLI7XEXIW[LIVI[ILEZIFSXLTYFPMGLIEPXLERHTVMZEXI
MRWYVERGIGSQTSRIRXWERH[ILEZIEKSZIVRQIRX
QSXMZEXIHF]X[SJEGXSVWMRSYVJEZSV
LIEPXLGEVIGSWXWEVIIWGEPEXMRKERH
XLILIEPXLGEVI6 (ERHQERYJEGXYVMRKWIGXSV
MWETVMQEV]KVS[XLEVIEJSVXLIIGSRSQ]

—Daria Blackwell, chief execYXMZISJ½GIVERHHMVIGXSV
/RS[PIHKI'PMRMG0XH

Tell us about your new company.
/RS[PIHKI'PMRMG0XH[EWVIKMWXIVIHMR-VIPERHSR
1E]%PI\ERH-EVIHMVIGXSVWERHIUYEPTEVXRIVW
8LEXHIWGVMFIWSYVVIPEXMSRWLMTSZIVEPP&IGEYWISJXLI
JSGYWSRLIEPXLGEVI-[MPPWIVZIEWGLMIJI\IGYXMZISJ½GIV
MRGLEVKISJFYWMRIWWHIZIPSTQIRXERH%PI\[MPPWIVZI
EWTVIWMHIRXMRGLEVKISJSTIVEXMSRW
8LIQEMRQMWWMSRSJ/RS[PIHKI'PMRMGEWGYVVIRXP]
HI½RIHMRSYVFYWMRIWWTPERMWXSMQTVSZILIEPXLSYXGSQIW MRGLVSRMGHMWIEWI F]MRJSVQMRKTEXMIRXWEFSYX
LS[XSTEVXMGMTEXIMRXLIMVS[RLIEPXLQEREKIQIRX-X´W
EW]WXIQSJGSRXMRYMRKQIHMGEPIHYGEXMSRJSVTEXMIRXW
[MXLEVI[EVHGSQTSRIRXJSVTVSSJSJGSQTPMERGI
;I´ZIGEPPIHMX±&IWX4EXMIRX²ERH[I[MPPFIIQTS[IVMRK
TEXMIRXWXSQEMRXEMRXLIMVFIWXTSWWMFPILIEPXL

%WMQMPEV]IXZIV]HMJJIVIRXKSZIVRQIRXWTSRWSVIH
TMPSXTVSKVEQMRXLI9/WLS[IHXLEXTISTPI[LSPIEVR
XSWIPJQEREKIEJXIVXEOMRKEWMRKPIGSYVWILEZIJI[IV
LSWTMXEPEHQMWWMSRWERHWTIRHPIWWXMQIMRLSWTMXEP8LI
VIWYPXMWEWEZMRKWMRLIEPXLGEVIGSWXWSJYTXSTIV
TIVWSR-JSRP]QMPPMSRTISTPIFIRI½XIHXLIRRIEVP]
FMPPMSRSJGSWXWEZMRKWGSYPHFIEGLMIZIH;II\TIGX
XSXEOIMXQYGLJYVXLIVF]HSGYQIRXMRKMQTVSZIQIRXW
MRGSQTPMERGIERHEHLIVIRGIEW[IPPEWVIHYGXMSRW
MRGSWXP]GSQTPMGEXMSRW%RH[II\TIGXXSFIEFPIXS
HMVIGXTEXMIRXWXSSRKSMRKGPMRMGEPXVMEPW[LIRXLI
STTSVXYRMX]EVMWIW;I[MPPIWXEFPMWLEGSQQYRMX]MR
[LMGLSRKSMRKHMEPSKYI[MPPLIPTVI½RIXLIQEREKIQIRX
SJHMWIEWISZIVEPP

(www.bestpatient.com will be the educational hub).
;IMRXIRHXS
4VSZMHIGYPXYVEPP]GSQTIXIRXQIHMGEPP]
WSYRH]IXIRKEKMRKLIEPXLIHYGEXMSR
8EMPSVIHYGEXMSRXSGLVSRMGGSRHMXMSRWWXEKI
F]WXEKIEWHMWIEWITVSKVIWWIW
3JJIVMRGIRXMZIWXSXLITEXMIRXERH
JIIHFEGOXSXLITL]WMGMER
6IHYGIGSWXERHMQTVSZIWSYXGSQIWJSV
EPPWXEOILSPHIVWMRTEXMIRXQEREKIQIRX
(IPMZIVQIEWYVEFPI63-XSTEVXRIVW

-X´WEFMKGSRGITXERHSRI[IHMHR´X[ERXXSYRHIVXEOI
PMKLXP]&YXEPPXLII\TIVXW[I´ZII\TSWIHXSXLIMHIE
LEZIGSQIE[E]FEGOMRKYW;IJIIP[IGERHSXLMW[MXL
LIPTJVSQQER]HMJJIVIRXGSVRIVW
GSRX´HSRRI\XTEKI

1

A follow-up interview with our 2011 HBA STAR, Daria Blackwell
What’s next? Is the
,&%KSMRKXS½KYVI
in your plans?

What sparked the idea for Knowledge
Clinic?
;LIR[IEVVMZIHFEGOMR-VIPERHEJXIVWEMPMRKEVSYRH
XLI%XPERXMG[IWXEVXIHYTHEXMRKSYVFSSOEFSYX
FSEXERGLSVMRKERHHIPMZIVMRK[IFMREVWSRSYV
EHZIRXYVIWJSV7IZIR7IEW9RMZIVWMX]3YXSJXLEX
WTVERKERMHIE;ILEHI\TIVXMWIMRSXLIVEVIEW
PMOILIEPXLGEVIQEVOIXMRKERHGYPXYVEPGSQTIXIRGI
;IEPWSORI[PSXWSJTISTPI[LSLEHI\TIVXMWI
XSWLEVI;IGSYPHFYMPHSRSYV[IFMREVI\TIVMIRGI
XSHIPMZIVORS[PIHKIMRSXLIV[E]W

*MVWXEWXLI,&%
78%6-VIGIMZIHUYMXI
EFMXSJTYFPMGMX]7MRGI
MXLETTIRWXSFIXLI
)YVSTIER=IEVSJXLI
:SPYRXIIVXLI)'TMGOIH
YTXLIERRSYRGIQIRXWERH
VIGSKRM^IHQ]GSRXVMFYXMSRWXS
XLI,&%)YVSTI'LETXIV8LEX
KEZIQIFSXLZMWMFMPMX]ERHGVIHMFMPMX]
EWERI[GSQIVXSEJSVIMKRGSYRXV]-EQ
RS[GETMXEPM^MRKSRXLEXZMWMFMPMX]XSJSVKIGSRRIGXMSRW
MR-VIPERHERH)YVSTIWS[IGERUYMGOP]XIWXVITPMGEXI
ERHI\TSVXXLIWIVZMGIEGVSWWXLIGSRXMRIRX &]XLI
[E]-EQEPWSKIXXMRKEPSXSJMRXIVIWXMRJSVQMRKER
,&%EJ½PMEXIMR-VIPERH

3RIHE]-LIEVHEFSYXER-HIE+IRQIHMGEPHIZMGI
RIX[SVOMRKIZIRX%PI\ERH-EXXIRHIHRSXORS[MRK
[LEXXSI\TIGX;LEX[IJSYRH[EWEKVSYTSJ
IRXVITVIRIYVW[MXLKVIEXMHIEWQMRKPMRK[MXLEKVSYT
SJQEVOIXIVWIHYGEXSVW[LSORI[[LEXXSHS[MXL
XLIQ-X[EWERI[IJJSVXF]XLI-VMWLKSZIVRQIRXXS
NYQTWXEVXEOI]WIKQIRXSJXLIIGSRSQ]8LITISTPI
[IQIX[IVIJEWGMREXIHF]SYVI\TIVMIRGI°RSX
SRP]MRLIEPXLGEVIFYXEPWSMRPSRKHMWXERGIWEMPMRK8LI]
XLSYKLXXLSWIVITVIWIRXIHXLIMHIEPUYEPMXMIWXLEX
IRXVITVIRIYVWRIIH°I\TIVXMWIERHGEPGYPEXIHVMWO
XEOMRK8LI]MRZMXIHYWXSQIIX[MXLXLIQXSXEPOEFSYX
IRXVITVIRIYVMEPSTTSVXYRMXMIW

7IGSRH-MRXIRHXSXETMRXSXLI,&%RIX[SVOXSVI½RI
GSRGITXWERHIWXEFPMWLETTVSTVMEXIQIEWYVIW8LMW-
FIPMIZI[MPPFIGVMXMGEPXSXLIGVIEXMSRSJERI[WTEGIMR
TEXMIRXGSQQYRMGEXMSRW,&%QIQFIVWEVITEWWMSREXI
EFSYXTEXMIRXW7SQISJXLIFIWXMRTYX-´ZIVIGIMZIHLEW
GSQIJVSQLMKLVEROMRK,&%QIQFIVW[LS-GSRWMHIV
ZIV]XVYWX[SVXL]EHZMWIVW

;I½VWXWXEVXIHI\TPSVMRKXLIIPIEVRMRKGSRGITXERH
IRHIHYTQSVTLMRKMX[MXLERMHIE[I´HLEHWIZIVEP
]IEVWEKS°GSRXMRYMRKQIHMGEPIHYGEXMSRJSVTEXMIRXW
;IGSYPHMRGSVTSVEXIEWIVMIWSJQSHYPEVGSYVWIWXLEX
TEXMIRXWRI[P]HMEKRSWIH[MXLGLVSRMGHMWIEWIGSYPH
WXYH]EXXLIMVPIMWYVIERHXIWXXLIMVORS[PIHKI[LIR
VIEH]%WYGGIWWJYPWGSVI[SYPHIEVRXLIQVI[EVHWXLEX
[I[SYPHRIKSXMEXI[MXLTEVXRIVW9RFIORS[RWXXSYW
XLITISTPI[I[IVIXEPOMRKXS[IVIEXXLIXMQIWIEVGLMRKJSVLMKLTSXIRXMEPWXEVXYTW ,479W XLI]GSYPHFEGO
3YVMHIE[EWMQQIHMEXIP]GSSTXIHMRXSEWIPIGXMSR
TVSKVEQJSVIPMKMFPIGERHMHEXIW-[EWREQIHXLI
,&%78%6XLIWEQIHE]

*MREPP]EW,&%78%6-[MPPLEZIGSRXMRYMRKSTTSVXYRMXMIWXS
RIX[SVOSRFSXLWMHIWSJXLI%XPERXMGSZIVXLIGSYVWI
SJXLIRI\X]IEV-LSTIXSVIGVYMXJSYRHMRKTEVXRIVWERH
FYMPHXLMWMQTSVXERXWIVZMGI[MXLXLIMVLIPT

What’s it like starting a company
with your partner in life?
%PI\ERH-[SVOVIEPP][IPPXSKIXLIV;IFSXL[VMXIERH
IHMXIEGLSXLIV´W[SVO°XLEXGERFIHMJ½GYPXJSVWSQI
TISTPI;ILEHFIIRMRGSQTPIQIRXEV]FYWMRIWWIW°
-MRQIHMGEPGSQQYRMGEXMSRWLIMRKIRIVEPQEVOIXMRK
WYTTSVXWIVZMGIW%RH[IFSXLQEHIMXFEGOWEJIP]ERH
LETTMP]EJXIVWTIRHMRKE]IEVXSKIXLIVMRGPSWIUYEVXIVW
SREWQEPPFSEX-QTSVXERXP]RIMXLIVSRIJIPPSZIVFSEVH
7S[IORI[[IGSYPHWXEVXEFYWMRIWWXSKIXLIVERH
XLEXXSKIXLIV[I´HEGGSQTPMWLQYGLQSVIXLEREPSRI
8LIVI´WRSSRI-´HVEXLIVTEVXRIV[MXL8LISRP]LEVH
TEVXMWKSMRKXSFIWGLIHYPMRKZEGEXMSRW

8LI[IIOFIJSVI;38=-PIEVRIH[I[IVIMRHYGXIH
MRXSXLI,479TVSKVEQ[LMGL[SYPHJEWXXVEGOSYV
WXEVXYTXLVSYKLEKSZIVRQIRXWTSRWSVIHVIWIEVGLERH
HIZIPSTQIRXTLEWIERHXLI[IIO-VIXYVRIH-PIEVRIH
[ILEHWIGYVIHKSZIVRQIRXJYRHMRKJSVXLIMRMXMEP
WXEVXYTGSWXW;IUYMGOP]½PIHJSVMRGSVTSVEXMSRERH
EVIRS[TVITEVMRKETLEWIHVSPPSYX
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THE ROI OF VOLUNTEERING: a 360° view
by Elizabeth A. Ciccio, MSMA, director, pharmaceutical accounts, Adheris, Inc

In these tough times of juggling multiple priorities and doing more with less, it’s easy to wonder if volunteering
SJJIVWER63-XLEX[EVVERXWXLIWEGVM½GISJXMQI%GGSVHMRKXSXLI&YVIEYSJ0EFSV7XEXMWXMGWRIEVP] 1 of women
ZSPYRXIIVIHMRERHQSVIXLER 2 SJXLSWIZSPYRXIIVIHQSVIXLERLSYVW 7S[LEX´WHVMZMRKEPPXLIWI
women to make time for volunteering? I recently spoke with three successful women, each at various points in their
GEVIIVWXS½RHSYX/IITVIEHMRKJSVXLIJYPPMRXIVZMI[W

Karen Thomas
BSBA, CCMEP, associate director, compliance,
social media strategist, Institute for Continuing
Healthcare Education, a Vox Medica, Inc.
company, and a 2010 HBA Rising Star

A
A

A

How long have you been
volunteering?

'ER]SYHIWGVMFI]SYVPIZIPSJ
MRZSPZIQIRX[MXLXLI,&%#
I volunteered at a golf tournament event
and planned the HBA advisory board
meeting, as well as many other events. I am
currently involved with the market research
committee of the Greater Philadelphia
Chapter focusing on membership.

I have been volunteering for almost
two years now.

,S[HMH]SY½VWXFIGSQI
involved with the HBA?
Our parent company had always communicated to
me about the HBA, and suggested that it be part of
Q]TVSJIWWMSREPHIZIPSTQIRXMRXLILIEPXLGEVI½IPH
Our vice president of human resources, Lisa Tamborello,
and company executive leaders,Yvonne D’Amelio and
Eve Dyer, were great motivators for making sure that I
knew what was going on with the HBA.
An advisory board meeting was held onsite at our
company, and at that time there were a lot new hires,
many of whom knew of the HBA and wanted more
information. As part of the meeting, we had an orientation on the HBA, and it was a phenomenal experience.
Laurie Cooke, CEO of the HBA, spoke at the meeting.
I remember her excitement and enthusiasm; it was
VMKLXXLIRERHXLIVIXLEX-ORI[XLMW[EWHI½RMXIP]ER
organization I wanted to be a part of. For me, the
timing was right.

1

A

;LEXQSXMZEXIW]SYXSGSRXMRYI
volunteering?
What motivates me is actually something I
have learned from the HBA: Don’t volunteer
to do what you already know how to do,
volunteer to learn what you don’t already know
how to do. I assess myself and my skill level to
determine the right volunteer opportunities.
Also, setting an example is extremely important.
Being involved with the HBA is part of the
responsibility of membership, of being part of
an organization that supports your growth.
It’s really about giving back; so many others
have given to me, and I want to be able to
pay it forward. The relationship-building aspect
of HBA is the cherry on top; you meet some
phenomenal women.
1 http://www.bls.gov/news.release/volun.nr0.htm
2 http://www.bls.gov/news.release/volun.t02.htm

cont’d on next page
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Karen Thomas

A

(S]SYJIIPXLEXZSPYRXIIVMRKLEW
helped you get to where you are
MR]SYVGEVIIVXSHE]#
Volunteering assists in enhancing already established
skills and helping to create new ones. It has also
helped me build a bigger support system to extend
beyond the wonderful mentors that I have here at
my own company.Volunteering has doubled, tripled,
and even quadrupled my mentor pool.
I have different kinds of mentors now, including those
that take the time to follow up on my continuing
progress. They leave me with the expectation that by
the next time they see me, I will have obtained
another level of excellence. It puts a positive pressure
on me to know that the bar has been raised, and
I can’t wait for the next time I see my mentor to tell
her what has happened in my professional life.

A

'ER]SYTPIEWIHIWGVMFIETEVXMGYPEVP]
VI[EVHMRKZSPYRXIIVMRKI\TIVMIRGI#

A

A

Working on the committee for the HBA advisory board
meeting; I haven’t experienced anything else that would
come close to what I have walked away with from being
involved in that opportunity. The professionals I met
were great, and the opportunity to listen to presidents of
companies and phenomenal businesswomen who shared
their experiences of how they were mentored and what
they learned was priceless.

;LEXEHZMGI[SYPH]SYKMZI[SQIR
[LSEVIGSRWMHIVMRKZSPYRXIIVMRK#
Do it! I have said this to every professional I
have come across. The HBA is an organization
that advocates for professional women in the
healthcare arena. It provides a lot of information
on what’s happening in the industry and is an
outlet for members to plug into and get involved.
Volunteer and learn from those who have set
the pace and provided great examples. Do it to
move forward in your career.

,S[EFSYXEHZMGIJSVXLSWI[LSNYWX
HSR´X[ERXXSFSXLIVFIGEYWIXLI]
HSR´XXLMROXLI]LEZIXLIXMQIERH
don’t think it will really help?
Volunteer based on when you do have
time in your schedule. If you know you have
more time in the summer, see what different
opportunities are available during that time. The
ZSPYRXIIVSTTSVXYRMXMIWEVII\XVIQIP]¾I\MFPI
For those who don’t see value in volunteering, I
recommend that they take a look at all the great
things the HBA is doing. You never know what
you’re going to get out of it—a job opportunity,
a friendship, or a new skill set. These are mothers,
caretakers and professional women who have
lives like all the rest of us.
Do you want your career to go anywhere?
Relationships are impactful and important.
This is a no-brainer.

.
cont’d on next page
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Karen Thomas

A

A

;LEXHSIWZSPYRXIIVMRKKIXJSV]SY
XLEXFIMRKEQIQFIVHSIWR´X#
Volunteering gets you experience and the chance
to meet some phenomenal people. It allows you
to connect, communicate and do hands-on work
with individuals you would otherwise just see from
a distance. By volunteering, you can shorten the
distance between yourself and others and engage
one-on-one in order to gain valuable insight
through interaction.Volunteering increases the
value of your membership.

;SVOMRK[SQIRXSHE]EVIWSFYW]
ERHLEZIWSQER]GSQTIXMRKTVMSVMXMIW
;L]HS]SYXLMROMX´WMQTSVXERXXS
QEOIZSPYRXIIVMRKSRISJXLSWI
TVMSVMXMIWIZIR[LIR]SYVTPEXIMWJYPP#
It helps you stay competitive.You can get so bogged
down and wrapped up with balancing everything that’s
on your plate, including family and having a social life,
but it’s also important to nurture the career we have
invested so much in.

3

A

-J]SYPSSOEXZSPYRXIIVMRKXLI[E]
]SY[SYPHPSSOEXEFYWMRIWWTVSNIGX
[LEX[SYPH]SYWE]MWXLIVIXYVRSR
MRZIWXQIRX 63- #
The return on investment is the increase in
my skill set and my value as a professional in my
½IPHERHXSQ]SVKERM^EXMSR8LVSYKLZSPYRXIIVMRK
I’ve gained new relationships, new mentors and
a career support system. And I feel that from
my involvement in HBA, I have a huge resource
that could potentially change and enhance the
dynamics of my career.
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THE ROI OF VOLUNTEERING: a 360° view

Ciaran Bellwoar

New business development director, Siren
Interactive, chair of the HBA Council of Chapter
Presidents, and immediate past president of the
HBA’s Greater Philadelphia Chapter

A

A

How long have you been
working in healthcare?
I’ve been involved for about 6.5 years.

A
A

I do for sure. I’ve learned many skills from
leading a team of very talented, strong women
at different levels of their careers. I’ve learned
how to communicate with each of them as
well as how to engage them.
Volunteering is a give and take—you share your
expertise with the organization and in return
get back new skills or expand on current skills. A
piece of advice learned through my experience
is to always ask for the feedback of your team.
Doing so keeps people engaged and empowers
them to make the decisions that they can make.
As a leader, you must support those decisions,
and support the mistakes as well.

,S[HMH]SY½VWXFIGSQI
involved with the HBA?

A

Do you feel that volunteering
LEWLIPTIH]SYKIXXS[LIVI]SY
are in your career today? Any
WTIGM½GI\EQTPIWSJEHMVIGXMQTEGX#

After leaving my former company in the digital
space, I was looking for more healthcare industry
knowledge and my boss recommended getting
involved in the HBA.

;LEXLEWIRGSYVEKIH]SYXS
I\TERH]SYVMRZSPZIQIRX[MXLMR
the organization?
You get the behind-the-scenes insights that you
wouldn’t otherwise get; it gives you a different dynamic.
In a smaller company, you have a smaller network;
when you volunteer, your network opens up.
.

,S[LEWZSPYRXIIVMRKMQTEGXIH
]SYTVSJIWWMSREPP]#
I’ve had the opportunity to lead teams and people
and personalities that I wouldn’t get to lead elsewhere.

1

%WTIGM½GI\EQTPISJLS[ZSPYRXIIVMRKHMVIGXP]
impacted my career is how I learned to more
effectively lead a team. I wanted to ensure that
our programming met the expectations of our
members—from the food we served to the
time of day programs were offered—and I knew
it was critical to get consensus from the entire
chapter board. I facilitated a fun exercise called
who is “Lady HBA” and we brainstormed to
create a composite of our members—where
she is in her career path, what type of food she
prefers, etc. Everyone really got into it and at
the end we had a clear idea of what our
programs should look like. I learned the value
of bringing fun into a team exercise and getting
them engaged early so that they make the
ultimate decision.
cont’d on next page
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Ciaran Bellwoar

A

;LEXEHZMGI[SYPH]SYKMZI[SQIR
[LSEVIGSRWMHIVMRKZSPYRXIIVMRK#
Be honest with yourself about how much time
you can commit. Let everyone know what you
can commit and what your expectations are. If
they aren’t set for you, set them for yourself. Set
expectations and continue to communicate
what you can contribute.

A

Also, volunteer on a few different committees or
jump on a committee and shadow another member
to broaden your experience. Use it as an opportunity
to learn something new. For example, if you want
to get into market research and have no current
experience, get involved in a market research
committee to work on projects to gain experience
[MXLSYXXLIVMWOSJGLERKMRK½IPHW

You volunteer for a few hours a month, what you
get back could be years of great connections and
great skills.

When you start going to events, what
“draws
you in is knowing that the content is

If you don’t see the value in volunteering, think
of a skill you do value—there is a committee that
you can join to gain that skill. As you grow in your
leadership, make sure that you lean on those
committee members.

A

If you look at volunteering the way
]SY[SYPHPSSOEXEFYWMRIWWTVSNIGX
[LEX[SYPH]SYWE]MWXLIVIXYVRSR
MRZIWXQIRX 63- #

;SVOMRK[SQIRXSHE]EVIWSFYW]
ERHLEZIWSQER]GSQTIXMRKTVMSVMXMIW
;L]HS]SYXLMROMX´WMQTSVXERXXS
QEOIZSPYRXIIVMRKSRISJXLSWI
TVMSVMXMIWIZIR[LIR]SYVTPEXIMWJYPP#
Volunteering will only help you move forward, whether
in your family, career or personal life. For example, you
may learn how to delegate—you can ask someone else
to get dinner ready.You don’t have to do it all yourself
and volunteering helps gives you the focus of moving
forward in your life in a leadership capacity.You gain that
leadership through the HBA.

2

going to be great. Aside from that, there are
a lot of great women to meet. Volunteering
helps you meet them, especially if you aren’t
overly outgoing. It’s the best way to get engaged.You get to know a core group of other
volunteers who can introduce you to others,
and you can introduce them to people as well.
I see the HBA almost as ‘my time’. I
get a chance to connect with women who
are going through the same things I’m going
through juggling work and family. There has
to be a connection on a personal level to
keep you engaged.
Be realistic about what you can do and
set the stage for that. Say NO when you need
to. A key sign of leadership—leaders have
to be in tune to their volunteer if someone is
saying ‘yes’ a little too much. Be proactive in
stopping that burnout.

”
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Cathy Kerzner
'LMIJI\IGYXMZISJ½GIV1+IR
2007 HBA president and 2011 HBA
chair of chapter mentors

A
A
A

,S[HMH]SY½VWXFIGSQI
MRZSPZIH[MXLXLI,&%#
In 2003, I was approached to join what is now
the corporate board as secretary because the
ormer secretary was retiring.

A

(S]SYJIIPXLEXZSPYRXIIVMRKLEW
LIPTIH]SYKIXXS[LIVI]SYEVIMR
]SYVGEVIIVXSHE]#
Absolutely. At a former company my position was
IPMQMREXIH-YWIHXLI,&%RIX[SVOXSLIPTQI½RH
a new position. I was able to get connected with
opportunities through the many contacts I had.

,S[HS]SYLEZIXLIXMQI#

A

In 2007 when I was president, I left my company
and took a few months off, allocating full time to
my HBA role. I gained as much from volunteering
full time as I did working on my career. Now
[SVOMRKEKEMRJYPPXMQIEWPSRKEW-GERJYP½PPQ]
volunteer commitments I will continue to be
involved in some way.
You have to carve out time and appreciate the
value that it brings to the individual. It’s important
to your career and you as an individual.

;L]GSRXMRYIZSPYRXIIVMRK°]SY
EVIEPVIEH]E')3SVKERM^EXMSREPP]
WTIEOMRK]SYGER´XEHZERGIQSVI
XLERXLEXWS[LEXHSIWZSPYRXIIVMRK
SJJIV]SYRS[[LIR]SYLEZI
EPVIEH]EGLMIZIHWYGLWYGGIWW#3V
MWMXVIEPP]QSVIEFSYXKMZMRKFEGO
XSSXLIVWEXXLMWTSMRX#
It’s about giving back. We’re at a very important
point with the HBA. In 2007 I challenged the
organization to be at $5 million for the yearly
budget. We have since reached that goal, so
now it’s a great opportunity to come back in
and say ‘what now’? It’s a really important time
to set the strategy and I want to give back to
help sustain growth in some way.

(S]SYIZIVVIGSQQIRH]SYV
IQTPS]IIWFIGSQIMRZSPZIH
ZSPYRXIIVMRXLI,&%#,S[HS]SY
WYTTSVXXLIQMRXLIMVIJJSVXW#
Yes, I do. I encourage employees to go to
HBA meetings, viewing involvement as a
personal development opportunity. In
EHHMXMSRSYVGSQTER]½RERGMEPP]WYTTSVXW
membership and event participation.

cont’d on next page
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Cathy Kerzner

A

A
A

'ER]SYTPIEWIHIWGVMFIETEVXMGYPEVP]
VI[EVHMRKZSPYRXIIVMRKI\TIVMIRGI#
When I was president of the HBA, I asked the
board to think of the HBA more like a business.
If we make money, we can plow it back into the
SVKERM^EXMSR.YWXFIGEYWI[IEVIRSRTVS½X
doesn’t mean we can’t make money. We put
together a very aggressive membership plan. In
addition, we put together a white paper at the
½VWXMRGSQMRKFSEVHVIXVIEX-X[EWI\XVIQIP]
rewarding and resulted in huge growth for the
organization. Part of being the head of the HBA
allowed me to get really close to the board members.

A

;LEXEHZMGI[SYPH]SYKMZI[SQIR
[LSEVIGSRWMHIVMRKZSPYRXIIVMRK#
Two things: First is to try and volunteer for something that is out of your comfort zone—use it as a
learning experience. Second, view it as part of your
career plan. Formalize your involvement in the HBA
as part of your personal development plan.

A

,S[EFSYXEHZMGIJSVXLSWI[LSNYWX
HSR´X[ERXXSFSXLIVFIGEYWIXLI]HSR´X
XLMROXLI]LEZIXLIXMQIERHHSR´XXLMRO
MX[MPPVIEPP]LIPT#

;SVOMRK[SQIRXSHE]EVIWSFYW]
ERHLEZIWSQER]GSQTIXMRKTVMSVMXMIW
;L]HS]SYXLMROMX´WMQTSVXERXXS
QEOIZSPYRXIIVMRKSRISJXLSWI
TVMSVMXMIWIZIR[LIR]SYVTPEXIMWJYPP#
Volunteering gives you a new dimension for you
personally and professionally. You have to take a leap
of faith that you will get something out of it. At the
very least, you will expand your professional network
and meet some interesting people. And at the most,
potentially leave your mark. A lot of life’s experiences
are trial and error.

-J]SYPSSOEXZSPYRXIIVMRKXLI[E]
]SY[SYPHPSSOEXEFYWMRIWWTVSNIGX
[LEX[SYPH]SYWE]MWXLIVIXYVRSR
MRZIWXQIRX 63- #
Certainly the connectedness, access and ability to
FVSEHIR]SYVWTLIVISJMR¾YIRGIERHXLIRYQFIV
SJTISTPIXLEXMR¾YIRGI]SY-XMQTEGXWLS[]SY
conduct your life.You gain the potential to have a
WYTTSVXW]WXIQ[LIR]SYLEZIEWMKRM½GERXIZIRXMR
your life.The return is also in knowing that you can
be proud of yourself for giving back in some way.

Apply a strategic planning process to your
“volunteer
experience. The HBA is healthcare oriented for career advancement; there
are other aspects that might bring you
different experiences. Use volunteering as a
learning experience with an opportunity to
get more from different volunteer opportunities that may impact you.

If you volunteer, it doesn’t mean you have to commit
for a year or even more than one event. Just dip your
toe in the water—get involved in the effort. If you
don’t like it you’ve lost nothing, and if you do you’ve
gained a new dimension for your career development.

”
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A journey through entrepreneurship: A look at HBA Past President
Susan Torroella’s entrepreneurial experience
F]%ROMXE(IWLTERHI

No one knows the highs and lows
of business ownership quite like
the Healthcare Businesswomen’s
Association’s immediate past
president, Susan Torroella.
Purchasing her former company,
Columbia MedCom Group, which she
took over as CEO in the early ‘90s, she found
herself closing its doors in late 2008 when the
economy turned south.Throughout all the ups,
downs and uncertainties of her entrepreneurial
journey, Susan recalls one constant—the value
of her HBA network.

Anticipating the inevitable uncertainties that come with
GLERKISJS[RIVWLMT°NSFWIGYVMX]NSFUYEPMX]WLMJXWMR
culture—Susan felt this was a great opportunity to take
GLEVKILIVJYXYVIERHXLEXSJLIVJIPPS[GSPPIEKYIW±-J
-GSRXVSPPIHXLIGSQTER]-[SYPHFI WYVIXLEXMX
[SYPHFIMR EPMKRQIRX[MXLQ]FYWMRIWWWXVEXIKMIW
ERHGSVIZEPYIW²WLII\TPEMRW±8LMW[EWQ]HVMZIJSV
FY]MRKXLIGSQTER]´ ²

Knowing when it’s right to make the leap
*SV7YWERFIGSQMRKEFYWMRIWWS[RIV[EWTYVIP]E
QEXXIVSJGMVGYQWXERGI±-JXLIGSQTER][EWR´XJSVWEPI-
[SYPHR´XLEZIVIEPM^IHXLEX-[EWVIEH]ERHHIXIVQMRIH
XSFIEFYWMRIWWS[RIV²
6IKEVHPIWWSJLS[XLISTTSVXYRMX]IQIVKIWIRXVITVIneurs like Susan start by asking: Is this the right decision?
While the answer is a deeply personal and individual
HIGMWMSR7YWERTSMRXWXSWTIGM½GXMTWXLEXLIPTIHLIV
move forward:
 Gauge customer satisfaction±-[EWPYGO]XLEX
-LEHERMRWMHIVTIVWTIGXMZI°-HMHR´XLEZIXS
rely on someone to tell me what our customers
XLSYKLX-MRXIVEGXIH[MXLXLIQIZIV]HE]ERH-
ORI[LS[XLIFYWMRIWW[EWHSMRKFIGEYWI-[EW
VYRRMRKMX²

The road to entrepreneurship
Susan found herself at Columbia MedCom after
spending years working in West Africa for public health
GSRWYPXMRK½VQ.SLR7RS[-RGE97%-(GSRXVEGXSV
and at Schering-Plough’s global headquarters. Having
cultivated an impressive array of leadership skills and
I\TIVMIRGIWLINSMRIH'SPYQFME1IH'SQMREWIRMSV
QEREKIQIRXTSWMXMSRYRHIVQYXYEPI\TIGXEXMSRWSJ
VETMHTVSKVIWWMSR7YWERFIGEQI'33E]IEVPEXIV
and CEO a year after that.

 Characterize customer trends. Stability and
sustainability of the business and diversity of the
customer base are also important considerations.

“Becoming CEO provides the opportunity do all the
XLMRKW]SY[ERXXSHS²7YWERI\TPEMRW±=SYLEZIXLI
freedom—and also the burden—to actually make
GLERKIWERHEHHZEPYIJSV]SYVGYWXSQIVW²

 %REP]^IXLI½RERGMEPW 8SKIXLIV[MXLLIV'*3
7YWERXLSVSYKLP]EREP]^IHXLI½RERGMEPWXEXIQIRXW
4VITEVIJSVWEGVM½GISusan cautions that “you
RIIHXSEWO]SYVWIPJ³'ER-PMZI[MXLXLI[SVWX
GEWIWGIREVMS#´8LIERW[IVLEWXSFI]IW²

Steering the company through a period of rapid
KVS[XL°MRGVIEWMRKGYWXSQIVVIXIRXMSRIQTPS]II
morale and overall company value—Susan experienced
XLILMKLTSMRXWSJWYGGIWWJSPPS[IHF]XLIFMKKIWX
STTSVXYRMX]SJLIVGEVIIV±8LIS[RIVWEMH³=SY´ZI
HSRIWYGLE[SRHIVJYPNSFXLEXXLIGSQTER]RS[LEW
ELMKLIVZEPYIERH-´QKSMRKXSTYXMXYTJSVWEPI´²WLI
VIGEPPW±-[EWVIEPP]YTWIX°[I[IVILMXXMRKSYVWXVMHI
ERHHSMRKWS[IPPERHWYHHIRP]MX[EWEPPYTMRXLIEMV²

 Act! Susan looked to a favorite pewter paper[IMKLXSRLIVHIWOXLEXEWOW±;LEX[SYPH]SY
HSMJ]SYORI[]SY[SYPHRSXJEMP#²JSVMRWTMVEXMSR
ERHGSR½HIRGI±7SQER]XMQIW[IHSR´XXEOI
VMWOWFIGEYWIMXMWWEJIFYXXLIQSWXWYGGIWWJYP
TISTPITYWLXLVSYKLXLIMVJIEV²WLIWE]W
cont’d on next page
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A journey through entrepreneurship: A look at HBA Past President
Susan Torroella’s entrepreneurial experience
Driving toward success

Raising capital and
sealing the deal

7YWERERHLIVTEVXRIVWHMHIZIRXYEPP]½KYVISYXGVIEXMZI
½RERGMRKSTXMSRWTYXXSKIXLIVEXIEQERHWYGGIWWJYPP]
TYVGLEWIH'SPYQFME1IH'SQ%WS[RIVERH')3
Susan guided the company to an even more rapid growth
XVENIGXSV]±;IJSGYWIHSRGSRXMRYSYWMQTVSZIQIRXERH
WXEVXIHKVS[MRKMRWIVZMGISJJIVMRKWGPMIRXWERHWXEJJ²

%JXIV7YWERQEHIXLIHIGMWMSRLIVRI\XXEWO[EWXS
½RHMRZIWXSVW
±-[IRXXSXLIPSGEPFEROJSVEPSERFYXWMRGIQ]
professional services company lacked hard assets for
GSPPEXIVEP-GSYPHR´XKIXEPSER²7YWERVIGEPPW±)ZIV]SRI
WEMH³7YWER]SY´VIRIZIVKSMRKXSTYPPXLMWSJJ´ ²

Susan attributes this growth to an unshakable
commitment to quality—which meant delivering
outstanding product and optimal client service: “At one
TSMRX[I[IVIE[EVHIHETMIGISJ[SVOMREXLIVETIYXMG
EVIEVIUYMVMRKEOI]I\TIVX[LSLEHNYWXVIWMKRIH;I
HMHR´XLEZIEXVYWXIHTIVWSRXSVYRXLITVSNIGXWS[I
I\TPEMRIHXSXLIGPMIRX[L][IGSYPHR´XXEOISRXLITVSNIGX
8SXLIPEWXHE][IWXMPP[EPOIHSR[EXIV[MXLXLIQ²

%XEPSWWJSVRI\XWXITW7YWERXYVRIHXSLIV,&%
RIX[SVOJSVKYMHERGI±-LEHER,&%PIEHIVWLMTGSEGL
0IPME3´'SRRSV[LSEHZMWIHQI³7YWER[L]HSR´X]SY
reach out to experts who have actually succeeded in
[LEX]SY[ERXXSHS#´²
8LVSYKL,&%GSRRIGXMSRW7YWERMHIRXM½IH'EVSP
%QQSRXLIJSYRHIVERHJSVQIV')3SJ)RHS4LEVQEceuticals who had successfully raised capital to purchase
)RHS´WEWWIXW±3RISJQ]JEZSVMXIQSQIRXWMRXLMWNSYVRI]
GEQI[LIR-VIEPM^IH SRGIEKEMR XLIKIRIVSWMX]SJ
XLI,&%[SQIR-VIEGLIHSYX[MXLEZIV]WTIGM½G
UYIWXMSRVIUYIWXMRKE½RMXIEQSYRXSJXMQIERH'EVSP
MQQIHMEXIP]VIWTSRHIH²WLIWE]W±%JI[[IIOWPEXIV-
[EWWMXXMRKMR?%QQSR´WAFSEVHVSSQLEZMRKPYRGL3YV
conversation really enlightened me on how to raise
GETMXEP7LI[EWWSKIRIVSYW[MXLLIVXMQIERHEHZMGI²

-REHHMXMSRXSKVS[MRKEWYGGIWWJYPFYWMRIWWI\XIVREPP]
Susan also created an award-winning workplace culture.
“We were nominated for Fortune’s RS[WSJ &IWX&SWW
SJXLI=IEVERH&IWX'SQTER]E[EVHW²WLIVIGEPPW
cont’d on next page

7YWER´WXMTWJSVIRXVITVIRIYVMEP½RERGI
 Be resourceful. While every business will likely require
MXWS[RYRMUYIQM\SJQYPXMTPI½RERGMRKWSYVGIW
Susan recognized that leaving no stone unturned was
critical to her success. “I discovered that the state of
Maryland would provide a partial guarantee to any
company that could prove it would grow jobs in the
WXEXI²WLIWE]W

Finding the right
business partners
Even more important than the selection of equity
partners is the selection of operating partners. Susan
sought out people with whom she had strong
I\TIVMIRGIWMRXLITEWXERHXLSWI[LSGSQTPIQIRXIH
her skill set. “Choose the people without whom you
[SYPHRSXFI[MPPMRKXSKSSRXLINSYVRI]²WLI
advises. Susan invited three executives from Columbia
1IH'SQXSNSMRLIVEWMRZIWXMRKTEVXRIVW

 Have skin in the game. “[Investors] want to know
XLEX]SY´VIMRZIWXMRK ERHVMWOMRK ]SYVS[RQSRI]²
 Know where to stop. ±=SYLEZIXSWIXPMQMXW²
VIGSQQIRHW7YWER[LIREWOIHLS[WLIHIEPX
with the issue of personal investment. “I was willing
XSTYXMRELYKIMRZIWXQIRXERHRSX[MPPMRKXSWMKR
ETIVWSREPKYEVERXII²

-REHHMXMSRXSWOMPPWIXERHTSWMXMZI[SVOI\TIVMIRGI
7YWERWYKKIWXWXLMROMRKXLVSYKLJYXYVIWGIREVMSWXS
YRHIVWXERHTEVXRIVWGSPPIEKYIWERHEHZMWSVW±-X´WPMOI
KIXXMRKQEVVMIH°]SYXLMRO]SY´VIVIEH]XSWE]-HSERH
XLIR]SYVIEPM^IXLISXLIVTIVWSRHSIWR´X[ERXOMHW²
she says. “There’s a book called The Partnership Charter
that’s very helpful in thinking through all the what-ifs
[MXL]SYVJYXYVITEVXRIVW²

4MGOXLIVMKLXIUYMX]TEVXRIVW “You don’t want invesXSVW[LSEVIKSMRKXSWPS[]SYHS[R²WYKKIWXW7YWER
Talking to other companies in which your partner has
invested can provide perspective on their meddling
XIRHIRGMIW*VIUYIRG]SJFSEVHQIIXMRKEXXIRHERGI
decision interference and reporting frequency can all
shed light on the style of investor-partners.
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Susan Torroella’s entrepreneurial experience
Creating an ideal workplace
in good and bad times

RI\XNSFWEGGIWWMRKSYVTVSJIWWMSREPRIX[SVOW MRGPYHMRK
,&%QIQFIVW XSSTIRSTTSVXYRMXMIWWYTTSVXMRKSTIR
NSFWIEVGLERHMRXIVZMI[WERHTVSZMHMRKMRXIVREPERH
I\XIVREPVIWYQIWYTTSVX²

Susan suggests that Columbia MedCom’s success was
a result of the employee/owner community and caring
GYPXYVI±&IRI½XWEVIMGMRKSRXLIGEOI²WLII\TPEMRW
“The cake is how you interact with people. Are you
KVIIXMRKIEGLSXLIVIEGLQSVRMRK#(S]SYORS[IEGL
SXLIVSYXWMHISJ[SVO#(S]SYVIGSKRM^IIEGLSXLIV´W
EGGSQTPMWLQIRXW#(S]SYGEVIEFSYX]SYVIQTPS]IIW
ERHHS]SYVIQTPS]IIWGEVIEFSYXIEGLSXLIV#²

Leveraging the experience
when it’s time to move on
+SMRKXLVSYKLXLINSYVRI]SJFYMPHMRKEGSQTER]ERH
then closing its doors certainly impacted Susan. “After
building this company into this amazing success for seven
]IEVWMRXLIFPMROSJERI]IMXEPPGLERKIH²WLII\TPEMRW
±-HSR´XVIKVIXMX°XLMRKWLETTIRERH]SYEHNYWX²7YWER
credits her ability to move on at least in part to the skills
she gained and experiences she had as an entrepreneur.
±-X´WPMOIHSK]IEVW°]SYPIEVRWSQYGLERHI\TIVMIRGI
so many things in a very short and intense period of
XMQI²

The importance of communication and treating
employees well was evidenced throughout Susan’s
NSYVRI]XLVSYKLMQTPIQIRXEXMSRSJIQTPS]IIS[RIVWLMTTPERWGVIEXMZIXIEQFYMPHMRKEGXMZMXMIWJEQMP]JVMIRHP]
workplace policies and professional development support.
,S[IZIVTIVLETWXLIKVIEXIWXIZMHIRGISJ7YWER´W
commitment came when the company hit hard times.

;LIRXLI½RERGMEPGVMWMWSJERHMXWIRWYMRK
8YVRMRKEKEMRXSLIV,&%RIX[SVO7YWER[EWEFPIXS
IGSRSQMGVIGIWWMSRLMXQER]GSQTERMIWJSYRH
UYMGOP]½RHERSXLIVTSWMXMSREW'33SJERI\GMXMRK
themselves facing bleak prospects that they had
ERHKVS[MRKGSQTER]1)()<+PSFEP+VSYT±-´QSR
no way of predicting or controlling. Susan and
E[LSPIRI[NSYVRI][MXLEZIV]HMJJIVIRXGSQTER]
her team successfully renegotiated a reduction in
[LIVI-GERRSXSRP]PIZIVEKIQ]IRXVITVIRIYVWLMT
their lease and were in the midst of
renegotiating their mezzanine fund[Owning a business is] like dog years–you learn so
MRKHIFX[LIRXLIQI^^ERMRIJYRH
HIGMHIHXS±GEPPXLIRSXI²±;ILEH
much and experience so many things in a very short
a tremendous amount of collectible
and intense period of time
receivables and it was a business
decision for the mezzanine fund—
 KYEVERXIISJEZIV]PEVKIEQSYRXSVYRGIVXEMR
I\TIVMIRGIFYXEPWSQ]MRXIVREXMSREPI\TIVMIRGI
prospects of a hopefully larger amount in the economic
ERHPERKYEKIWOMPPW²WLII\TPEMRW
VIGSZIV]-RXLIJSYVXLUYEVXIVSJXLI]PMOIQER]
½RERGMEPMRWXMXYXMSRWGLSWIXLIWYVIVSTXMSR²7YWER
“This whole experience has been very classic
I\TPEMRW±3RGIXLEXHIGMWMSR[EWQEHI[IFIKERETPER
entrepreneurship—there are beginnings and ends
to complete our current client commitments and shared
ERHRI[FIKMRRMRKW²7YWERGSRGPYHIW±&YXXLVSYKL
the devastating news with our employees. We committed
EPPSJMX-[EWWYTTSVXIHF]XLI,&%°XLI,&%LEW
to and succeeded in ensuring that most everyone got
FIIRTEVXSJIZIV]WXITSJQ]NSYVRI]²
ERSXLIVNSFF]IRGSYVEKMRKWXEJJXSMHIRXMJ]XLIMVHIWMVIH
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